We care for Students
Instant + Easy + Affordable

now forays into
Foreign Courses Education
US-CPA, US-CMA, US-CFA, UK-ACCA
Recorded Lectures / Live Lectures

NAVKAR
INSTITUTE
Knowledge Partner

True excellence is a product of synergy.
About Coppergate Educare
Coppergate Educare is an educational ecommerce platform for Professional
Courses, CA Students and Academicians,
to Study from Home (through Video
Lectures).
Coppergate Educare is already a Family of
more than 125 professors and are actively
updating and adding courses as per
industry demand.
Realizing the changing times and with the
help of modern approach, we are among
the pioneers in our segment.

About Navkar Institute
Established in 1997 at Ahmedabad
(Gujarat), Navkar Institute is a beacon of
hope for students who wish to realize their
dream to become a professional. Navkar
has taught thousands of students for
professional courses like CA, CS, US CMA,
US CFA, US CPA and UK ACCA in the past
25 years.

The Synergy
True synergy happens when the best in the business
collaborate and create a culture of excellence. This alliance
between Coppergate Educare and Navkar Institute would
provide a great learning platform for those students who
wish to Peruse
Foreign Professional Courses. With
experienced teachers who are experts in their field,
exhaustive Live lectures, recorded lectures, video lectures of
NDI, meticulously prepared study material & Navkar's robust
exam system, students would get the best of both top class
educational institutes in their pursuit to achieve their
desired Degree.

US CMA

Be the best accounting
and finance professional.

US CMA

World's highest qualification
in accountancy

CMA (Certified Management Accountant), is a
designation provided by IMA (Institute of
Management Accountant). It is a US based course
existing since 45 Years. CMA certification has been
the global benchmark for Management Accountant
and Financial Professionals. In all, there are 1,00,000
members around the world and approx 20,000
students appear for the exam every year.

US CMA

World's highest qualification
in accountancy

According to various surveys, the median total
compensation of CMAs is 67% higher than that of
Non-CMAs. Major Industries where the employability
of CMAs are: MNCs, Consulting firms, Financial
services, Investment Banking, etc. The designation
that will be offered to the candidate after becoming
CMA are Cost Accountant, Internal Auditor, Budget
Analyst, Financial Analyst, CFO, Controller, etc.

NAVKAR
CMA
REVIEW

Navkar CMA review is best for Indian students
for their CMA degree. Navkar supports
students from the day of joining to start their
professional journey be it a registration,
training, exam practice, exam schedulling,
and excellent job placement after clearing US
CMA exams.

There are two subjects as follows:
Part 1:
Financial
Planning,
Performance
and Analytics
Part 2:
Strategic
Financial
Management

This subject consists of
various topics of
External Financial
Reporting decisions,
Strategic Planning
Budgeting, Performance
Management, Internal
Control and Technology.
This subject consists of
Financial statement analysis,
Corporate finance,
Decision Analysis,
Risk Management,
Investment Decisions,
Professional Ethics.

What makes our offerings unique?

Zoom
Lectures by
Expert Team
of Faculty

Mock Tests
series

24x7 Access
to NDI Video
Lectures

Exhaustive
Course Material

COPPERGATE EDUCARE
Address:
723, Ecstasy Business Park, JSD
Road, Near Station, Mulund West,
Mumbai 400080.
For more details, CALL
+91 – 9920443322
E-mail Address
support@coppergateeducare.in

